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Anonymity and helping: three field studies

Linda Zeiler Solonion,, Henry Solomon,
Marymount Manhattan College Manhattanville C011ege

Maria M. Arnone,. Bonnie J.Maur, 'kosina M. Aeda, & Esther. O. Roth
Lehman College City University of New York

Abstract. Three field experiinenta,'with 233 subjects in all, tested
r

the effect of anonymity on he/ping. three experiments demonstrated
-

thatidentifiable subjects were.significantly more likely toLoffer

non-emergency help than were ahonymous subjects. Thethitdexperithent also

showed that only anonymbus Subjects were more, likely to help a victim

similar. to themselves than one who was dissimilar. The results were

interpreted as indicating that anonymity encouragesnorm
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DesRite the importande'Of Anonymity as' a notable urban.characteristic

(4-Ailgram,,'1970).,.,there seems to be relatively little research testing
. .

,

the effect of anonymity on helping behavior:.
. .

. 'The.prehent authors Suggest thatanonymity',(asicompared 'to

-r-
reduces,the likelihood of most, instances op-helping behavior. This

identifiabilitY)
. ,

predictiOn is:based Upon the assumption

society, one generally feels obliged to

that when one is identifiable in our

act in accordance with a "social

responsillifity norm" (Berkowitz and-Zenielp,,1963),'hOth'in order to liVe
If

UP ,t.01 one,'s own sff7imege, and,tO fulfill the expectations of one's'

fellow bystanders. When one is' andymOus,.on ihe'other hand, the social
'.

one.responsibility norm may not be salient, since one is freed both from the

social pressure of one's fellow bystanders and from the reminder of one's

. .

own,identity or self-image. Viewed in-terms of a cost-reward analysis,

anonymity may reduce .the costs ,of not helping (i.e., social sanctions'and

self- blame)' and thus'reduce"helpin4. This formulation is consistent with

several treatments of axionymity in the psychological literature. For

example, Zimbardo 1969 argUeS that'in situation's of anonymity, anti-normative

behavior is released incbe social evaluation does not Provide an impetus to

correct behavior. This suggests that anonymity might discourage'helping,

behavior. When helping is the socially approved response.

. In recent laboratory studies (in'alich helpin4 *as the normative, response,

both the present' authors (note 2) and Schwartz & Gotlieb (note;1) demonstrated

that subjects who were indentifiable or known to the'other bystanders, were

.

more likely to help a victim in distress than were subjects who wereaonymoUe.

0
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Although athili.differencesupport

further testing.,Vith ununobtrusive e a

,generality to the- finding. °AcCordi,ngly,

I

-coriducfed.i.

ve; it was felt that

ures wou redibility and

Experiment 1

three experiments were

'Independent Variable:. In6Experii ent 1 both an anonymous and an identi-

fiable condition were included. rief14,' identifiability was induced

by smiling at a subject who was waiting for an elevator in a large.

New York City department store.

I

When one is alone in a place full of,strangers such as a subway

,train or a large department store, presuma ly one feels basically anonymous,.
.,

and presumably jolted by a Stranger whb smiles (as in this study), or asks
.

the time, or suggests that.he is in fac , an ac4uaintance, Thd.present
. \

authordreasoned that such events reduCe one's fpelingof protective

anonimity and increase'the likelihood of adherence to a norm of social

responsibility. ,

Sub ectt. Forty female shoppers at 'a, large '7ew York City department

, \

store, became subjects if they were unaccompanied end waiting for a particular

elevator,

Detailed procedure.

1

,- .

In- the experimental ( i . e . identifiable) 'condition, ,

2.

.the'female experimenter "caught the eye" of\a designated subject and gave her

a warm and pleasant smile. This occurred just as the elevator was about to

arrive. (Since the-experimenter was female, She .used only female subjects in
,

7
order that her smile not be misunderstood.) As 'the passengers, including the

.

subjeCt and the experimenter, hoarded the elevAtbr, a female Confederate

stationed herself next to the deSignated subject. As.thp elevator doors

closed, the confederate (looking up at the store directory) exclaimed to

no ori6 in partigular, "Damn, I've left ,my41asses» Can an gone t 1 6 what



floor the umbrellas are on?" Anyone who answered was thanked cordially. If

neither the subject not anyone else answeredi the experimenter modeled the

appropriate behavior, and was thanked by the confederate.

In the :control (ie. anonymous) situation y, the procedure was identical

tothat outlined above, with the confederate standing next to the designated

,subject in the elevator. However, the experimenter neither made eye contact
A

' - with nor smiled at these subjects. Conditions rre counterbalanced eir::.

each trial to control for practice effects; time of day, etc.

Results. As predicted, subjects in the exp4rimental (smike) condition
, ..:.

(.-.

. "
. 1 .

'offered' directions significantly more often than did subjects in thetontrol

condition. x
2 (1) = 4.87, p< .05, the exact petcentage being 70% of ss'')

helping in smile Goa4ition and 357 in the control condition.

..Conclusions. While these data confirmed the prediction, .an alternative

,

explanation for the results was possible. It may have.been that the smile

the experimenter was interpreted by the subjects as approval for the

watheY,..:lOoked or were dressed. This could have led to a "good feeling,"

encourage helping. ''In an attempt to eliminate. the'confounding of good feeling'

and identifiability, a second experident was conducted.
.

Experiment.,ZI

independent Variable':
.

v: ikpetiment II repeated the two conditions of Experiment I (smile

control) and added a third 14staken identity) condition. This third

'condition represented a manipulation of identifiability which seemed less 4;

'.likely to lead-to a good feeling than would a smile.

.tablects. rwentrfOur female shoppers in a different New York,City
a 4' ".

4

de tment stare became subjects lf.tbeT.were unaccompanied and waiting, for
4,4

a de ignated,eievator':' A new expetimenter/confederate tear (again both young
sr..1

momin)g.conaucted:t.he experiment

e, o.



,t
',manipulation check. Separat/Ily from the main experiment, the experiventer,-

and, confederate ran 30 additional trials '( in each of the three conditions)
,

in which the independent variable was manipulated, but the emergency didliot

occur. Instead, the confederate followed each of the subjects outof they

elevator and conducted s. two- question interview. Subjects were askedi,first

of all, if they ,had felt noticed while waiting'for the elevator, andsecond,

how happy they felt.

In response to this interview, every subject in the experimental

conditions (smile apd,mistaken identity).indicated that she had felt "noticed

while waiting for the eleVator," while none of the control subjects reported.

this feeling. This supported the contention that the experimental manipu-
P

lations to reduce anonymity. However, in r sponse to an 11-point

graphic scale of "happiness," mean differences betweeri he conditions did

appear: control:, 5.10; mistaken identity: 7.9; smile: 8.5; F(2/27) =22.16,

p < .01. Thus, it seemed that even in the mistaken - identity condition,

happiness and identifiability were not entirely separate.

Detailed_ procedure: The control and smile conditions were conducted

exactly as described for Experiment I. In the mistaken identity co9ditiOn4

the experimenter made eye contact with the subject,, then approached the:'.

subject and asked, "Excuses me, aren't you Suzie Spear's sister?" (no one'was):.

Results. 'As - predicted, the pattern of helping from least to'most, was

'control, smile, mistaken identity. The exact percentages of subjects who

helped were: control: 0%; smile: 50%; mlitaken identity: 75%. he, proportion
,

of helping in the two experimental conditions,was not significantly differnt



(4i3aber's exact test = n.s.). Therefore, following Siegel's (1959)

su,ggestion'fot the analysis, od. data with small expected frequencies, the

. two experimental conditions were combined and the difference between

the tombined;exporimental conditions and the conrol condition was tested..

Subjects in the combined experimental conditions were found to be
A.

1.

significantly more likely to help than were the control subjects, p <.01,

Fishers test . t

Conclusions. Experiments I and II lent support to the hypothesis

thatilnonymous subjects are less helpful than are those who are relatively

identifiable.

Experiment II

The third experiment attempted to extend the generality Of the

5.

conclusion bi testing it in a situation with naturally occurring

differences in anonymity. Also,in line with Zimbaraces (19691

forMulation of anonymity as encouraging norm violation, it was predicted

here that anonythous subjects would not only help less, bUt.would'also'

be more likely to violate a norm. The norm in question here wad one

that dictated that, in a hockey game setting, home team fans are:as

deserving.of help by home team'rooters as are visiting team fans.
subjects

And it was predicted that anonymous / might viol te this norm.

Independent Variables. Twoindependent variables wee mani)pulated and

first - two conditions of anonymity -anonymous and. Identifiable-Znd

second- two conditions of similarity between Subject and victim-

essentially v)ctim'as'home team fan(as were the subj ectsys. victim as

visiting team fan. %.01



,

For the manipulation of anonymity, it was assumed that season

1 \ticket holdirs at a sports stadi6m beCome "familiar strangers"

- (Milgram, ) to 'those in seats around them sOOrNter the season

has Arun. tilojectivel§; they pay feel somewhat identifiable when

sitting,in their regular seats,'and relatively anonymous when alone near,

the drink stands or rest rooms during intermission. Thus, the experi-

ment was conducted in two iodations, near the seats of season ticket

haders (for the identifiable condition) and near the drink stands

(for.the anonymous condition). .

. 7.
Per the similarity manipulation, it was argued that, to.a subject

0,..
. . ,-

rooting for the home team, a victim wearing a.-. home team shirt would
seem more'similat ttian woulda'victim wearing a shirt of the visiting
team. therefore, in each of the two locations, the'victim wo e a

home _team or a visiting team shirt.

Manipulation check. Separately from the main experi7nt, twenty-

five additional Season ticket holders were inteastiewdd while at the

hockey stadium. These subjects were asked to indicate'on 7- .point

graphic stales, how ainymous they felt (a) in their seats, and

(b) nearthe escalators: and then on a separate 7-point graphic,scale,

to indiOate whether either home team or visiting team fans should be

more likely .to receive help in finding a contact lens.

*Pesults of manipulation checks. Pmalysis of the mean "subjective-

anonymity scoresdOrevealed that subjects felt significantly more

anonymouS under the stands than

In addition, the mean response to ti/?question as to whili victim

eir season seats, t(27)=4.22, p ( .01.



should,be helped was 3.88, close to the mid-or equal likelihood point-
on the scale. Thus, the pretest data supported both the manipulation

of anonymity as well as the assumption that a norm dictates thgt home

team and visiting team/People should both be helped.

ects. One hundred and twenty season tiCketeiolders at Madison

Square Garden in New York City became subjects if they Were'unaccom-

panied and either in their regular seats or in the corridors near -

the drink'stands.

Procedure. The female victim, wearing either'the home team or the

visiting team jersey, pretended to drop a ontact lens either (a) near

a person sitting alone in the stands; or (b) near a person standing

alone And unencumbered by food or drink

stands. If a subject helped, the

search, thanked the subjeA

that the subject was a pea

a subject failed to hell

uttered a loud "Found it

victim

the corridor undei.---the

"found" the lens after a brief

and confirmed in casual conversation,

a potential subject had i,.n fa

experimental trials' were cond

to minimize the possibility

they were in a hurry. Conditi

intermission.

Results - anonymity. Ov- 11,-anonynious ulIbscts were,significantly.

less likely to hilp than were i entifiable subjects,s45% vs. 73%,

ticket holder and, a home team'fan. If

lens was "found" by the experimenter who

observer stationed nearby Vied whether

t notiyed the. emergency. In all cases,

ctea early in the inttrmi sio periods

t subjects would fail/to help because

ns were counter-balanded'during each

2
X 41.) = 8.78, p 01. A



Results-similarit . As 'rianOnythous 'subjects did

"discriminItte-between 4milar'and dissithilar;Irictims, whereasr.
'identkfiab4 subjects did not SubjS in the anonymous conditions

were more likely to help a similar viCtulithan a dissimilar one,r

7d% vs:-20%, X2
(s) = 13.20, p 4(.01. This comparison was not significant

04 identifiable conditions, khe difference being 83% vs6O% ,

X
2
(1) '2.95, n.s.

Conclusions - experiment III. data supported the prediction

of norm violation by anonymous subjects, as well as the previous finding

that anonymous subjects are generally Zess helpful than are subjects

who are identifiable.

General. Conclusions. - This series
s
o experiments' supported the

\.

notion that
. .

anonymity leads, to north violati and to a reduction in

helping behavior when helping is the appropri te_response. The first

1

two exPerimerits in the series, while successfully suppOrting the hypothesis,
.r

raised the
'
question of positive affect as an additional factor operating4

-

for individ4lated subjects atleast in these non- eatenimsituations.

In any event, the results of the three experiments suggest that

anonymity is a factor in the oft noted failure to receive help in urban

settings. However, the ability of relatively simple manipulations (smiles

or momentary conversations) to reduce-this effect, at'least in non -

threatening situations, offers some encouragement to those who are

optimistic concerning the Urban condition and its effects on.humam

relationships.
1
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